Plan. Checked and corrected against prototype.
American Eagle A-129 15" span

24 Scale, \( \frac{3}{8} \) to the foot, fits ruler, electric or CO2 power. Nate Sturman, 10/62

OX-5 powered, classic American biplane of the late 1920's and early 30's. Pincher version was good flying but was plagued against the long nose of the earlier models. It was easily scaled for small flying at that time.

Pencil in large to scale 6.12 x 1.333

18", 20", etc versions easily scaled.

WR: \( \frac{3}{8} \) sheet, 16 each
13 each

FR: \( \frac{3}{8} \) sheet, 13 each

WR: \( \frac{3}{8} \) sheet, 16 each

FR: \( \frac{3}{8} \) sheet, 13 each

Match and box with \( \frac{3}{8} \) x \( \frac{3}{8} \) Groove.